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CHAPTER I 
'rHE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Early efforts to relate personality rigidity and per<:eptual rigidity 
have left volumes of data which are somewhat ambiguous and largely 
inaonolusive. These studies have, in general, rested upon two 
assumptions: (1) that any measure of perceptual rigidity may be related 
to a rnea~lure of personality rigidity, and (2) that the relationship 
between the two variables is linear. Subsequent data have plaoed both 
assumptions in doubt. Several studies indioate that only oertain forms 
. ··~. 
of peroeptual rigidity may be directly related to personality ,ri'gidity 
(Baer, 1961; Bogen, 1962; Chown, 1959). OtJ:uo9r studies have,. directly 
or indiredtly 1 introduced the possibility of a non ... linear re)at!onship 
. . ~ ' 
between the two variables (Christie, Havel, & Seidenberg, 1958; 
Role.: each, 1960; Taylor, 1960) • Apparently, theni the search for this 
partioular link between personality and perception needs additional 
effort,. 
This study dealt with the relationship between personality 
rigidity, as measured by Rokeaoh • i dogmatism scale 1 and three 
measures of perceptual rigidity: closure, persevetat!on, and frequenoy 
of hypotheses. 
2 
f§I@Qtl.llitY r!g1d&tx1 Rokeaoh (1960, p9 7 ) states that the 
extent to which the belief system iS open or olosed is detenn!ned by 
the ""',.extent to whioh the peuon oan receive, evaluate, and. aot on 
relevant information received from the outside on its own intrinsic 
merits .... ·~ The more olosed the belief system, the more rigid or dog• 
matio is the personality. Rokeaoh'$ dogmatism seale; formE, was 
used to divide the subjects into hiqh•, middle• 1 and low•dogmatio groups. 
brgepnaa110ilh A single perceptual task, capable of providing 
mealiures of rigiditY., was seleoted as a result of a leoture given by 
Bruner (1963) # in Which he diSOUSSed the technique Of 11 Eiarly blur 1 II 
consisting of the gradual focusing of a blurred slide as the subjects 
form "hypotheses" as to the identity of the object being viewed. A 
similar ·technique :had been used earlier by Wyatt and Campbell (1951), 
and later by Entiok.nap (1961). The "early blur" technique, modified to 
allow time for writing down hypotheses. was used to obtain measures of 
closure, perseveration, and frequenoy of hypotheses. 
Q!21Y£!.a Closur(l has been defined a~the 11 ••• prooess by whioh 
percepts attain stability. 11 (Dtever, 1953, p ~ 40). This involves the 
oompleUon of incomplete forms to dOn$titute a meaningful whole. 
(Taylor, 1960) ~ In the present study, olosure was operationally 
3 
defined as the po1nt at which the subject indicated positive identl• 
fioation of the object, If the subJ eot indicated positive identification 
before.~e had ootredtly identified the object, the response was termed 
ident1ft~~ion of the objedt,. the response was called (!nil glQ@W'fh 
P!riU:ItiUUt. Rokeaoh (1948) defines rigidity as the " ••• 
inability to change one•s set when thei objective conditions demand it." 
(p,. 260). The mof.ft obvtouaa !ndtoator of kC~ep1ng the same set 1s aotual 
repetition of a response. Peraeveratton was used to refer to the tep• 
etition of an incorrect response or hypothesi$. 
E£19\l!il!lOY gf b.YaotbtS@S, Bruner (1951), in relating hypothesis 
theory tO PefSOnality 1 SUggested that differences in the number Of 
hypotheses made on a perceptual task. may reflect differences in person ... 
aUty structure. For the p\U'poses of this study 1 the frequency of 
hypotheses was defined as the total number of different responses made 
to eaah stimulus Object. 
It il proposed that high, middle; and low group8t formed on 
the bases of scores obtained on the dogmatism scale, differ in their 
'' 
expression of perceptual dgidtty. It is further suggested that the 
middle group is not merely intermediate between the two extremes, but 
thEat it shows slmUar!ties to and diffetenc:&Js from both Emtremes, 
CHAPTER II 
. REVIEW OF TH~ LIT:f;RATURE 
The central focus of this study was derived from questions 
arising from earlier research. These questions can be summarized . 
· in two areas:. '(1) What forms of perceptual rigidity are most likely to 
=1 be related to personality rigidity?·, and (2) What is the nature of the ~ 
~ 
d 
~ 
~ 
~ 
=~ 
---1 
;j 
~ §I 
J 
d 
relationship between the middle group and the two extremes? A brief 
review of pertinent studies may olatify these issues or demonstrate 
the need for re-examination. 
Three basic problems of perception have been dealt with to some 
extent: closure, perseveration, and frequency of hypotheses. Frenkel-
Brunswik (1949), using the concept "inte>lerance of ambiguity, .. found 
that the prejudiced child experienced closure earlier than the non-prej-
udiced child. Rokeaoh (1960) suggested that the 11 Closed-minded'' or 
dogmatic individual has a greater tendency to premature closure in per-
ceptual processes. Taylor (1960) found differences between high- and 
low .. authoritadan groups, with low groups showing sliQ"ht1y less closure. 
His middle groups showed significantly less closure than either of the 
other groups. Baer (1961) found no relation between personality question-
nairas and the speed of o1osuta. 
6 
The last two findings introduce some doubts as .to the manner 
in whioh closure relates to personality rigidity, How(lrVer, tl-,.ese 
results may not be inconsistent •. The first three studies, which seem 
high and low groups. · Taylor• s dlfferenoe between the extremes and the 
mid.<Sle group~· wt.lle unexpected, .is not eontradietory to a d.tfference. 
between the two e~emes. On the contrary'· it· supports. l.luch a differ ... 
ence and gQes beyond it to an examination of the middle group as well 
to the otl'U\ll'SJ however, it 11 possible that he was :measuring ...fJ.wlJ 
cloS~re. The po$Fdbility of a relationship. between ba,th forms of 
olo;;h,we and personality rigidity appears to need ~amination~ It also 
seems that the position of the middle group oould be further Qlarifiett. 
Most ll!tudles ua.tno the concept of peueve1X!at1on have pointed 
out a link with personality rigidity. Rokeaoh ·(1948) diaoQver«ad.that 
those high in $tbnOdentrUun are less able to <'Jbar .. g~ their set in per• 
forming problem .... $olving taska using bas1oa11y neutral material. 
Frenk.el•Brunsw!k (1949) found that preJudiced children oltng to.a 
fam111ar piature longer than non-prejudiced ohilclren. A. study by 
Etioknap (1961; p., 347) !ndtoated that ... •. the tendency to retain 
' l 
~l 
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erroneous perceptions l$ a gen$tal and oomplex.funotlon of the person"" 
ality... He proposed that there is a gen~l ten<;tenoy for oerta1n per"" 
Qons ·to persist with errors and .termed this behavior as a .POS.s:lble form 
--~ of r!g~dity. The last study o1ted haus npt been directly related to a ·~ 
~ 
mGa$W'e of personalUy rigidity. None of the studies on pe~.s~veration 
dealt with the, mtddl~ group. On~ s.tudy (Baer, 1961) fOUl'\d no relation 
Thus, a re-evaluation of perseverattve behavior seems justifiable. 
Perseveratton oould reflect a low frequenov of hypothesis forma ... 
=; tion. Cattell (1949) pointed out that a low fluenoy of random as,.oo:la• 
l ; 
~ 
~ j 
~ 
tton might prevent a person from seeing that a new response is neoessary1 
or prevent his realildng what the new response should be. . Tbus , both 
pe.rseveration: and a low frequency of hy,poth~ses would oharacterize 
the rigid personality. Work by Frenk~l·Brun$w1k (1951) seemed to 
contradict the latter assumption, She.o1ted three oase stud1es.,in which 
the frequency of hypotheses 1s reversed. Bob and Jerry t both n inflex• 
ible," made many random guesses to the solution of the problem, 
Jerry mad~ a lar,gernumber of hyp(!)the~es and reaohed no solution. Joan, 
the ''flenil)len subject, "" •• "'remained thinking, and then foun<$ .the 
solution w!thout trial and etror:. ·~ (p •. 354) ,. Two commEmts should be 
made, h~ever,, It seems apparent that .implicit trial and error was 
taldng place while the third subject "rennained thinking. ta , It should 
8 
also be noted that all subjects were not forced to verbalize their 
'hypotheSeS 1 making it Virtually impOSSible tO teSt the relative fre-
quency of hypothese made by each subject. 
Other studies give support to the idea that the rigid personality 
forms fewer hypotheses than the non-rigid. Cowen and Thomson (1951) 
selected 17 "rigid" and 17 "flexible 11 subjects from a larger sample 
on the basis of problem-solving rigidity on the Luchin's water jar prob-
lams. They found that the "rigid" group produced fewer responses on the 
Rorschach and were less able to organize and integrate the ink blots. 
Erikson and Eisenstein (1953) tested subjects on the availability of 
hypotheses by exposing two pictures tachistoscopically at sub-recogni-
tion threshold speeds, and recording the number of hypotheses. They 
concluded that ''Ss who are high in ethnic prejudice offer fewer recogni-
tion hypotheses to ambiguous stimuli." (p. 390). A possible criticism 
of the sub-threshold presentation is that s·ubjects may not be given 
adequate time to test their hypotheses against the stimulus. "Early 
blur'' technique overcomes this weakness. Another study (Lichtenstein, 
~ 1962) found that tolerant subjects, in a comparison of a thirty minute 
free association session and Witkin's embedded-figures test, are better 
free associators· than intolerant subjects • 
. ' 
These studies would tend to support a relationship between a 
9 
high frequency of .hypotheses and the low:-dogmatic personality . 
. However, the. "hypothesis-making" in these studies were. more closely 
related to free .association than to an active, problem solving form of 
hypothesis. :The latter form was selected for the purposes of this 
study in that it seemed more closely in accord with .the personality 
rigidity variable, defined earlier as " ••• the extent to which a person 
can receive, evaluate, and act on relevant information received from 
the outside on its own intrinsic merits. ~ •• "· (Rokeach, 1960, p. 7). 
The above cited studies on the frequency of hypotheses have not dealt 
with the problem of the middle group. 
Most researchers have not been concerned with the middle group. 
They have assumed that a linear relationship exists, ranging from high 
to low scorer With corresponding amounts of whatever variable they might 
be testing. In the process, they .simply cast out the middle scorers. 
Several interesting possibilities have been brought to light regarding 
the nature of the middle group. 
Christie et al. (19S8) found that response set is more prevalent 
among those who moderately agree than those who agree extremely and 
is slightly present among those who moderately disagree, with questions 
on the F-scale. These subjects usually constitute the middle group, 
because of their intermediate scores on the F-scale. Rokeach (1960) 
10 
found unexpected stmUar1t1es between htglt and middle groups in 
' . ·.. ' '.' . ' 
both a~U«lety symptoms and tbe ave of stopp1ng bed-wetting. l-Ie &lao 
found that the middle gto\\Ji, rather than the high group, tends to 
glorify the mother and father. These subja0t$ also show less ability 
to exp~ess ambivalence than either high or low groups. 
'tbeae findtnga suggested possible s!m!l&rl.tteat bc&tween the 
' • > i 
middle and h1gb ttoups on perceptual tasks. They also lntd)duoed 
• ' ' . . 0 ! ~·' . .'l . ' 
middle gtoup on a closure task and found that this group showed les$ 
. . ' 
closure than either of the ex\'remes. He proposed tbe't more: studies 
. . . 
ahould be m&de to examine the stmlladt1e~t bet\VE)en the group& ai!J well 
as to ttxplore the ways in which the middle group differ& kom both 
In an attempt to answer some of the qUe$t10na $r!sAno f~om past 
research, tt was hypotbesiztl!<fthat, when altdes of dlff.-enit rommon 
object• ere {Jbown first. "ompletely out of focus and tben brought ayatem• 
aUcally through twelve levels of tooua .. unttl ~omplete foct.t.B'it at~irted: 
. f 
1. The low-dogmatic (L-D) group will differ· from both 
middle•dogmatio (M-D) and high•dogmatio (H-D) 
Groups in their arrival at closure. 
a. They will show less premature closure than 
M ... D or H•D group$. 
b. They will arrive at final closure earlier than 
M•D or H•D groups. 
11 
a. The L-0 group will show less perseveration than either 
M•D or H•D groups. 
3. The groups will differ in the frequency of hypotheses 
formed. 
a • The L-D group will form more hypotheses than either 
of the other gtoup~~J. 
b. The M-D group will form fewer hypotheses than the 
other groups. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD· 
~ubJEJQts, Ss were the students in Genar-.al Psychology. laborator-
ies at the University of the Pacific for the. Spring, 1964. The final. 
sample, after t,he formation of groups, included 81 female and 24. male 
Ss. ·r.rhe mean age for the group was 19. 0 years, with only one subject 
more than three years older than the average. 
Apparatus §nd prcmedure * , The perceptual task included eleven 
slides, on~ as practice and tan experimental. Slide content was limited 
--l 
- i to common objects: a chair, a stack of books, a pile of men's shoes, 
~ 
i 
~ 
~ 
~ 
:____t 
~ 
~ 
the inside of a car door, an iron, an empty milk bottle, a hairbrush, 
grocery carts, .. a typewriter, and a tricycle. The projector used was 
scaled so that 12 levels of focutS could be determined by one;third turn 
of the lens~ A stop watch was used to limit the time of each showing 
(level of focus) as well as the time allowed for Ss to write their 
responses. 
All Ss were tested in the afternoon by the same E in a darkened 
room. In some instances. a laboratory assistant or the cours.e instructor 
was present. Small grolJ,ps, not exceeding 14 in number, we.re seated 
so that the soreen w"s clearly visible to all. Each S was given a copy 
of the directions f and was instruoted to read with E: 
13 
You are going to be shown 10 'slides. Baoh elide will be 
shown to you 12 times for a period of 5 seconds each. The 
first showing will be oompletely out of focus; the last showing, 
in foeu.s" You are to try to determine as soon as possible 
· what the OBJECT actually is that you are viewing. You 1JW!.t 
wdte at least one response to each showing. You ~write 
a a l.'lulny possibilities as you can think of • You may repeat 
a previous answer, 
You will be allowed 10 seconds between showings to write 
yout re~Jponses,. At the bG~ginning-you may have several ideas. 
~rUi 111 down. When you are certain that you know what the 
objeot is,; 1nake a cheek mark ( ) by that written answer. 
If you change your mind about any response or any check mark, 
DO NOT ERASE or cross it·out. Simply add the correction to your 
data sheet. After E eays ·'STOP WlUTING * DO NO'l' WRIT~ ANttHING 
on yottr data ·sheet for that sUde. 
Remember: the task is to identify the object being view~d. When 
you know what it !s, make a cheek by that response. We will have 
one slide att praotioe. Ask questio'ns if necessary. ' 
Each s was given a code number so that no names were given, Immed-
, 
iately following the perceptual-task .. Ss were given an opinion question-
naire, consisting of 68 general opinJ.on questions mixed with the 40 
experimental quesUons from Rokeaoh' s ·dogmatism scale, fotm E. iJihe 
same code number was placed 'on the questtonnaire. (See Appendix A 
for the questionnaire). 
Egpm:imiDtll d@tU9Jh Groups were f.ormed on the basis of soores 
on the dogmatism soale. Those falling above the seventieth centile 
were classified as the high•doornatio group.; those _scoring between the 
fortieth and the sixtieth oentiles were classified as the middle-dogmatlo 
14 
group{ and those scoring' below the thirtieth centile, as the low--dog-
matic'group. Thus. froin the original sample of 117 sa, 105 ss were 
used· •. Eadh group consisted of 35 Sa.· Hlgh and low groups each had 
26 fem~les arid 9 ·males. The middle group· had 29 females and 6 males. 
The tota( sample mean on the dogmatism scale was 138 ~ 2·. The H ... D 
group had a mean of 163. ai the M-D 1 a mean of 139. 1; the L-D group, 
f 
a mean of 112. 2. 
The depel'ldent variables. were measured as follows: 
L Closure was indicated by having each S place a ohack mark 
( ) by that ~esponse which he believed gave correct 
identification of the obj act .. 
a. Any mark placed before an incorrect response was 
scored as premature closure. This was given by the 
average of focus at which the mark ocoured. 
b. Any mark placed by the cotreot response Was scored 
as final closure. This was given by the avetage level 
of focus at which the mark was made. Two factors 
were taken into account in finding this average• (1) 
if the last response given was correct but unchecked* 
one level of focus was added to the score for that 
particular slide, and (2) if the last response given 
was incorrect 1 two levels of focus were added to the 
score for that slide. · ' ' 
2. Perseveration; or the repetition of an incorrect hypothesis, 
was scored as that per oent of inoorfect hypotheses which 
consisted of the rep$tition of an immediately preceding 
hypothesis. This V(as determined by· dividing the total 
number of repeated hypotheses by the total number of 
incorrect hypotheses~ 
3 • The frequency of hypotheses was determined by the total 
number of different responses made. 
15 
Analysi·s of variance was used tb t~st tbe signtfioanoe of differ• 
enees between groups, followed by "t" tests wh•e indicated (Guilford, 
1956, p,. 1631 • ·It was also lteoessaty to \.tse a Median Te~t to deter• 
ndne the, signifioance of diffetencH:;tS" between male and female petfor• 
manoe on ·the petaeptual task. · 
OHAPT~R IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Pedormanee on. the perceptual task sh9w~d a definite relation 
. to the sex ofthe subject. A median test of the difference between 
mala and female scores on the frequency of hypotheses ar)d op. the 
pet cant of persever-at:J.ve responses supported. a difference between 
the two. The Ohi square for the difference in frequency of hypotheses 
was 5.61, giving a probability of less than .02. The direction of the 
difference can be indicated by the means for the two sexes , with the 
women averaging. 54. 8 hypotheses and the men 1 46. a hypotheses. The 
. men also shc:>w a higher per oent of perseveratlve responses. They 
average 55%, as compared to 44% per$everatlve responses for the 
women. This difference yields a Ohi square of a .1, significant at 
less than the • Ollaval. 
These marked differences in performance on the perceptual task 
necessitated separate statistical treatment of male and female Ss ~ 
The results are given in Table 1 and Table 2. Statistical analysis 
gave partial support to the hypothesis that the L-D group would show 
less peseveration than either M-0 or H-D gtoups~ The mean per cent 
of petseverative responses for each female group are as follows: L-P 
group, 38. 3%i M-D c.;,roup, 45. 5%; and H-D groups, 4a. 4% •. 
' 17 
- j 
~ 
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• The diff$reno~ between the low and high groups . i$ significant at the 
~ 
. ··~ 
I 
4 
d 
J 
~ 
~ 
d 
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- ~ 
_j 
.,o:t level. The clJfferenoe betw~en tb.e l~w and middle approaches, 
TAB:i:J;: 1 
· Means• and Standard Deviations far Scot·es Obtained by. 
... . Female Ss on tbe· Perceptual Tasks 
. N= tH .. ; 1 
rwi ' ·, •,. 
Groups . Prem~ttire 
· .. Q121Yr! 
tavel of . 
Final Qlgsyg§ 
.. Pf;lr Ce,nt · ....... · Hyp()th~sis 
Pers~n9n · ·. · ftf!!J~&!ngy 
M. SD M .SD . M . .SD . M SO 
rx ... o .• ss o.9 10.6 ) .• 3 48.4* u~o . s2~4 1s.o 
1.1 10.4 1.1 45.5 15.5 54 .. 9 11.1 
L"'D .. ~~ .. ~:~, .. l.2 . 10,.4 l~~ ~ .... ~·-· 14~5. ~z .. l .. -1..3~.9 .. 
* The differences between the two m,eans is aign:l.ficant at the • 0 5 level, 
'!' ~ = ( I 
Groups 
TABLE. 2 
Me,ns and StandardDeviat~ons for·soores Obtaine? by: 
Male Ss on the Perceptual Tasks 
.. N=··~4 
Premature 
'Uo§yre · 
M SO 
Lcweiof 
Final. Qlgsyt~.-· 
M ,SD 
. , ~-:; Cent . · .1 Hypothests' · 
P~rsever§UQn · . l;"reguenal!. 
M SD M SD 
H···D .. 55 10.5 1 •. 0 60.2 9.1 4~.4 8.6 
' 
10t2, h4 so.1 U.3. $2.3 13.0 
lc.Q · ~~.so J ( Ill!• 9.9 ,0 •• 9 52.6 16.1 ..... .48e~ . . _.JJ.,J! I T ·• ""',, ... .. .... ".........._~ ... 
but does not reaoht the .os level of signlfioanoe. Thus, a differenoe 
18 
between the the low and middle gcoupa. is not supported. 'rhe fro ... 
quenoy of hypothesis formation forth~ female sample ranged from 57 •. 1 
for the L""D group; 54.9 for the tniddlle group, and 52.4 fot'the H..oD 
group. None of these differenoes were significant. Because of a very 
htgh oorrel~tion between the saores on the hypothesis•formation and 
perseveratlon ta$ks (r ::1=1 .... 87). tt·1$ not alear why both· hypotheses 
werEt not either reJeoted or accepted. The direotion of both tend to 
support ~· linear relationship between the groups, with the low group 
showing the least dgidity and the high group showing the most,. 
Statistical analysis failed to support the remaining hypotheses con• 
earning alosure. The middle group showed a trend towards greater 
premature closure than either of the other groups, but the difference 
!s far from significant. This measure was the only one giving any 
suggestion of a ourvi•Unear relationship. 
'J:Ihe differing performance of the two SE:l>::E~S on the perceptual 
task merits ·some attention. These diffarenoes, in the frequency of 
hypotheses and in the per cant of perseverative responses, were not 
pred1ated. Studies whloh have been cond~rned with sex diffetEmoes 
support the view that the male Ss · show le$S tigidity on perceptual 
tasks than do the female Ss. · Vvitkin (1950) found that male Ss 
$hawed gc6ater faoility on the embedded figures test (EF'f) ; Later 
19 
work (Witkin~ tew1s, :U:ertsman~ Machover, Meissner, & Wapner, 
I • <' ' >,\ ' ' •' ; ' 
- l954t Blerl., Bradburn, and Galinsky~ ~958) g!vet added weight to this 
' ' ·:. . ' . . ;.. ',' 
~ finding-~ Sinoe spatial ability is geruat1$11Y greater in men (MciNe:mar, 
•' ' ' "• I . . '·• ' . 
l942J H~vigh\lrst &.Breese, l941: Hob~aon~1 1941: Miele~ lOSS) 1 ~heir 
_.J 
I . . 
J finding thnt the men perform better ()n the l~FT is not surpr,tslng, The ~J Bieri study also attempted to establ.lsh a telatlonship between perfor• ~ naance on the 0 hdok test" and the sex of the $Ubjeot. The bdok test 
-- . ' , ' I , ,. • 
consists of a listing by Ss of .&11 possible us,es of a bl:'iok,. The term 
10 spontaneous flexibility" was used tor~~ to ~~.,.the capaoity ~o Elltcdt 
~new resPOnses to the S$me stimulus,'.' (Bieri et al., 1S58, p,. 3), They 
-- ~ 
-- ~ found no signtf!c~nt differences; oonalttdtng that the brick tes·t was not 
~an edequate mea.ur11 of ooncept•formatlon. They •eem to feelthat fw-
~ ther <tVidenoe might sup.port a difference in conoept ... formation. ability, 
§with maleS$ showing greater abilit~. An~ther study (Korotldn, ,1960) 
~~= tested a lllimilar hypothesis, namely, that men will show greater percep-
tual flexibility and gr$Ater ability to 11 Stfuotu:re th~ fi~ld, 11 than do women 
Ss. No differences were found between theRJe g1·oupa. In both studies 
- cited, the proposed direction of differences was tlle reversal of the 
- findings in' the present study~ 
It se.ems log!oal to find men scoring higher than women in their 
-·~ ability to perform the spatial tasks. The same reasoning should apply 
. ' 
- to verbal ability, $1noe women tend to excel in verbal skill$, p~:u11c· 
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ularly verbal fluenoy (MoNe1nar, 19421 Hav!ghurst & Breese~ 1941; 
,, ; ' . 
I'l<,)bson, 1941; Niels, 1958), it would f()llow that ffltmale f:lubjedt$ would 
also ,s<:o.re b1qh.0t on p0roeptual mellSUl"es of hypothesis•or ~oneept•for• 
mat!on • The findingt;t in the preaent study tend to support this v~ew • 
-- j. l . 
I The aotual relationship between vfJrbal (ltiency, as me~sur~d by 1rtte11-
--;:ll!Jelllll> test&, .and the fluen~~y of hypotheS111..fOI'Illlltton on a p~ceptual iii task would be wel~ wo.-th ex1:un!pino~ 
. The high ... correlation betwt;ten ~1e frequeney of hypotheses and 
perseverattve behavior raises the pqsatblity that they are aotually 
, ' ' l ' . ' • '. 
measuring the same oharaotedEttto. It may well be that, laoldng 
, . . . . 
hyPGthe$e$, tb,e $ubjeot 1$ to $om~ ext<::mt fox·oed to keep his S.et. This 
is 1!) lifl.~ wlth tbE! vtew that • lo~ fluency of random assoo~au~n might 
prevent a. person from a~eing that a n~ ~esponse ia necessary or. prevent 
htstreaU.zing what the new. res})Ort.$~.should be. (Cattell, 1949): .. 'l'he 
' . ' . \ . ' . ,. . . . 
m~asure of pers~veratton ,seems to b~ tile mote adequ~te measure. in that 
the score$ are som~hat less clustered around the me~n. . The· ran9a of 
sa~es on th~ t>er.$everat1on measur~ ts 67 .O%. The standa~d d$v!atton 
1$ 13,4% •. This ean be CO!l)Pated .to~ range of ~5 in the numb~r of 
hypotheses and"' stanctard deviation Of 10,. 4• 
Little ~$ been a4ded to help ,answer the questions concerning the 
middl~ ,ro~p., l,n ~enered. the results of this, $tttdy would s~pponthe 
----"------'------=c-~-- -.-- ·~·-~· -- -
i 
'  
,_ 
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original· as·sumption of ·a linear relationship rather than the more· recent · 
suggestions of a durvilinear relationship~. ·More studies. of the positiort 
o.£ the middle gro'ul> are needed. 
Despite failure to cbnfirrir all hypotheses, "early blur•i technique · 
Seetns 9JCCeptionally SUitable for the m eClSUreinent Of perceptUal rigidity • 
Th~ ril~asures··of olo$ure' are the least 'adequate. The rileasurernent of 
persevetatiC>n and the frequency 6£ hypotheses are· easily quantifiable.' · 
Further ·investigation· should reveal various ·and bitriguing potenticU-
ities' of the' te'chnique itself. ' It may I in itself t be tapping a mote basi¢ 
- form of persob.ality rigidity thart in the dogmatism scala. It also lends· 
itself well to the testing of creativity. Whether either of these 'possibil-
ities is factual temains for other investigators to discover." · 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
Early research on personality and perceptual rigidity have, !n 
general rested on two assumptions: (1) that any measure of perceptual 
rigidity may be related to a me.asure of personality rigidity, and (2) 
that the relationship between the two variables is linear. Current 
research has cast doubt upon both asst.~mptions. The present paper 
dealt with three .selected measures of perceptual rigidity in relation to 
scores obtained on Rokeaoh's dogmatism scale. Three groups were 
formed on the basis of scores on the dogmatism scale, It was 
hypothesized that, when slides of different common objects are shown 
first completely out of focus and then brought systematically through 
twelve levels of focus until complete focus is attained: 
1. The low ... dogmatic group will differ from both middle ... dogmatio 
and high .. dogmatio groups in their arrival at closure. 
a. They will show less premature closure than the other 
groups. 
b. They will arrive at final closure earlier than the other 
groups. 
2. The low..:dogmatio group w.Ul show less perseveration than 
either of the other groups. 
3. The groups will differ in the frequency of hypotheses formed. 
;=:1 
;J 
.-=1 ~ 
~ ----~ . 
- l 
~ 
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a. : the low group· will form more hypotheses than either of 
tbe other groups. 
b. The middl~ group will fo:rm fewer hypotheses than the 
other groups • 
Performano~ on the task of ·peroept1otl ·differed for the two ·•W¢eS, 
with fumlnine Ss··form!ng more hl'P<.JtheS:es.and showing leS$ persevet-
atibn than. tba 1nen.·· LOw-dogmatic women SoC>ted $igntftcan~ly towet 
pf!Jt centagEus of persfltver•tive response :a, as .eompared, to biflb ... dogmatic 
women.· This g1v'ea partial support·to the seoond hypothest•i Other 
hypothes(!ts were not! supported.i:· The data also fail to suggest· a'·owvi,... 
ltneat tel«tiob.shtp between the three group;. ·1.'he use of ••e~fly blur" 
technique to-explore the relationship between personality and peroep-
tual dg.tdity·remains potentially fruitful •. ·. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
The following is a study of what the general publio thinks and 
feels about a number of important social and personal questions. The 
best answer to ea.oh sta·tement below is your personal opinion. w·s 
hav>e tried to dOver many diff<*rent and opposing points of view; you 
nmy find yourself agreeing strongly with some of the statements, dis-
agreeing just as strongly with others, and perhaps unoertain about 
othersJ whether you agree or disagree with any statement, you oem, be 
sure that many peo.ple feel the same as you do. 
Marl< eaoh statement· in the left margin according to how muoh 
you agree or disagree with it, Please rnark every one. Write +1, +2, 
+3, or -1, ... 2 ..... 3f depending on how you feel in eaob OliUJe. 
+3 1 AGREE VERY MUCH 
+2 I AGREE ON THE WHOI.,E 
+ 1 1 AGREE A LITTLE 
... 3 l DISAGREE VERY MUCH 
-2 I DISAGREE ON THE WHOLE 
... 1 l DISAGREE A LITTLE 
---~ ; 
_1. The, responsibility for desegregation should be left up to th$ 
states. 
The U. s. and Russia have just about nothing in common. 
The earnings of U ,s. bus1nessme11 abrOt.'\d should he subjeot 
to taxation if they are living in the U • S. 
No form of tobaooo should be advertised on T. V. 
Giving aid to any Communist country As a fonn of treason. 
It is only natural that a person would hav0 a muoh better 
...... ~ aoquab'lt&noe with ideas he believes in than with ideas he 
~ opposes. 
= __;_y. A speoJ.al tax. should be plaaed on oigarets for oano.$r research. 
~ ** . a • It is batter to be a dead hero than. to be a. Uve ~oward. 
! --:-9 The U ~ s. should defend West Berlin at aU coats, ~-1 ~0: If given a Qhanoe I would do aometh1ng of great benefit to the 
--! wodd. , . 
~11. The U. S, should sell its t;.ltain surplus to Red China., 
~!-12. · There is so mt.toh to be dQne and so little time to do it tn. 
!! .. J3., Man on his own is a helpless and miserable creature. 
_14. Crime and murder p:l.otures o~ T, V. should be Oel'lsored. 
_15., The voting age should be lowe.red to 18 in aU ata~es. 
!!.,..16. The highest :forrn of government is a demooraoy and the 
highest form of democracy is a government run by those who 
are most intelU.gent. 
The succession law for th~VJ presidency should be revieed. 
** 30;. 
-· 
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Even though freedom of speedh for all groups is a worthwhile 
goal, it is unfortunately necessary to restrict the freedom of 
oertatn political groups. 
We must be sure that foreign aid goes only to our friends. 
The U. s. should guarantee the neutrality of Africa • 
The SOuthern Democrats and the Conservative RepubUcians 
have nothing in common. 
Labor unions today are enjoying far too muah power • 
The U, S. should have a federal program for g;i.ving medical 
care to the aged. 
It is only natural for a person to be rather fearful of the 
future,· 
The U, s. should share the discoveries of spade research with 
the NATO powers. · 
For her own safety I the u it s. should resume testing of nuolear 
weapons in the atmospbetEa 
Building fallout shelters is a waste of time. 
The main thing in life is for a person to want to do something 
important. 
I would :rather come in last and be a good sport than to oome 
in first' by cheating. 
While I don•t like to admit this even to myself; my secret 
ambition is to beoome a great man, like Einstein* or . · 
Beethoven, or Shakespeare • 
.._31. At present, the choioe of candidates for president is Uke 
_32~ 
......_.33• 
...._.......34;. 
_as. 
_as. 
** 37-. 
-' 
choosing between the devil and the deep blue sea·• 
Federal aid to education should be extended. 
It is more important to cooperate than to be the top man • 
The Supreme Court should have oumpulEJory retirement for their 
judges at 70 years of agEh 
It is better to have a few close friends than to have many 
casual acquaintances. 
Most women don•t appreciate the value of education. 
Fundamentally, the world we live in is a pretty lonesome 
place. · 
The government should fire suspected Communists. 
The u .• s. should withdraw support from Nationalist China. 
Most people just don•t give a "damn" for others. 
There will be a world war three within our UfeUme. 
The u. S. should join· the European Common Market. 
Once I get wound up in a heated discussion I Just <aan 't + 
stop. · 
46. 
-· **. '?J.1 .~~·~ . 
- 4t) 
_v.
** 49. 
-
_so. 
!!_51 .• 
_52. 
_53. 
_54. 
_ss. 
'lt'if 68 
-. 
!!_69. 
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People who can't express themselves bora me. 
On·a date it is more ,fun to go to a movie than to have a 
discussion. 
Drinking should be permitted in college. 
. In a heated discussion I generally beoome so absorbed in 
what I am going to say that I forget to listen to what the 
others are saying. 
India wUl go Communist. 
t•d like it if I could find someone who would tell me how ·;/-. 
to solve my personal problems. 
The world is beeoming too small for different forms of govern• 
ment .to exist side by side. 
In a .discussion l oft<:m find it neoassary to repeat myself x 
several times to inak.e sure I am being understood. ' 
There is no one s·ight way; of .doing things. 
The U. s. should withdraw. from the U. N. 
There should be complete racial equality in housing and jobs. 
Tax loopholes for business organizations should be eliminated 
In tha history of mankind there have probably been just a hand-
ful of great thinkers. 
The post office should be made into a private industry. 
There are a number of people I have come to h?lte because of 
. the things they stand for. , · ' 
Peace is the most important goal in today• s world. 
A man who does not believe in some grea·t cause has not 
really lived. 
The gasoline tax should be lowered. 
Present -day forms of dancing are vulgar. 
Most ·college students drink .too much. 
It is only when a person devotes himself to an ideal or cause >< 
that life becomes meaningful. 
The complexities of .th,a world cause many people 'to break. 
down-
Of all the different philosophies in the world there is prob.. -x 
ably .only one whioh is ootteot. · 
Present-day advertising makes people buy ·things they really 
don't need., 
Most of the ideas which get printed nowadays aren't worth 
the paper they cn·e print~d on. 
In this ~'dnipHca:t!edl world of ours the only way we .oan k.now·:· ~, 
what• s going .-;;n ~s to rely on leaders or experts who can be 
trusted., 
_so~ 
** 83 .• 
-
** 81' 
-. 
_as·. 
_89. 
** 90 - .. 
_91. 
!!_92. 
_93. 
All residential areas should be open to integration. 
The U. S • should recognize Red China • 
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A person who gets enthusiastic about too many oauses is 
likely to be a pr·etty nwishy""Wasby" sort of person. 
Information on birth control should be available for all who 
want it. 
When it comes to differences of opinion in religion we must 
be careful not to compromise with those who belive different ... 
ly than we do. 
Big business has too muoh influence in government. 
'.I' he U.. S. should disarm unilateral'ly. 
To compromise with our political oponents is dangerous ,.x 
because it usually leads to the betrayal of our own side. 
New jobs should be provided in industry to avoid· unemploy-
ment. 
ln times like these, a person must be pretty selfish if he 
considers primarily his own happiness. 
The U. S. should spend money at home rather than giving it 
away to nations who don•t want it anyway. 
The worst crime a person could commit is to attaok publicly 
the people who believe in th;.: .·,l::~.me thing he does. 
'rhe federal governmen·t should ·withdraw all financial and 
military aid to dictators •. 
In times like these it is often necessary to be mo~·e on guard 
against ideas put out by people or groups in one's owll camp 
thanby those in the opposing oamp. 
The U. s. and Russia should maintain peaceful ooexistenoe. 
A group whioh tolerates too much differences of opinion 
among its own members cannot exist for long. · 
Anyone who believes in· socialized medicine is probably a 
Communist. · 
There are two kinds of people in this world: those who are >L 
for t.he truth and those who are against the truth. · 
Public utilities should be turned over to private industries, 
U. s. investments in Europe should be out down .. 
Myblood boils whenever a person stubbornly refuses to x 
admit he is wrong. 
The Afrioan n~:ttions must either be for us or against us. 
A person who thinks primarily of his own happiness is 
beneath contempt. 
No form of alcoholic beverages should be advertised on T-" 
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!!_9'1• It is often desirable to reserve judgment about what's gotng 
on until one has had a ohanoe to hear the opinions of those 
one respeots .. 
_95. Workers should receive wages proportional· to the profit 
made by the company • 
_96. The government should help agriculture by maintaining farm 
subsidies. 
_97. Soaial Security should be on a voluntary basis. 
!!__98. In the long run the best way to live is to pick friends and 
associates whose tastes and beliefs are the same as one's 
own. 
!!._99. The present is all too oft~n full of unku~ppiness. It is only 
the future that counts. 
_100·. Most people, if given a <thance, will take advantage of you. 
_101., In general, the press presents an qoour~.~f.~,. unbiased view 
of the news. .· · · .. ·· ·.· . 
!!.-102. If a man is to accomplish his mission in life it is sometimes 
ne~essary to gamble ''all or nothing at all ... 
_103. We live today in a .. dog--eat'dog" world • 
.!! .. J04. Unfortunately, a good many people with whom I have dis• 
cussed important sooial and moral ptoblems don•t,really 
· understand what • s going 011. 
!!,_lOS. Most. people just don't know what• a good for them. X 
_106. Competition is an important faaet of Amertoan life today .. 
_10,7, World understanding is an impossible goal, 
........... :..108. Most people C':l'ooperate for selfish reasons. 
_109. The fit suaoeed, the unfit faili> 
Age._ ______________________ ~ 
Sex.__ ___ _ 
Yr, in sohool.._ ________ _ Major ______________________ __ 
Religion,__ _________ _ 
Political preference._. ------American citizen,_ ______ _ 
NOTE: BE SURE THAT ALL QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED AND 
THAT THE SAME NUMBER lS ON PARTS I, I1, AND III • DQ NQI 
PUT YOUR NAME ON ANY PART* TURN IN EVERYTHING AT THE 
END OF THE LAB PERIOD • 
•• Indieates items ftom dogmatism soale, form E. 
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TABLE 3 
SCOIU:S OBTAINED BY MALE H•D SUBJECTS ON fHE 
. PIROEPTUAL TAsKS N:u~ 9 . 
Code Frequency of Per Oent hemature Final 
' . lnun!2su; I II HY.RPU!Uftl Pttf!!Yirlt&QD .QlRfYS ... Ql9i!U:i nu 
1 40 61 0 8.6 
11 29 n l 11.3 
34 56 54 0 13.6* 
43 40 48 2 10.:9 
54 42 61 1 9.8 
59 40 67 0 10.2 
68 51+ 48 0 10 .. 5 
100 30 76 1 9.2 
106 42 58 0 10~1 
.... ,.,..""""""~ 
--
g73 544 5 94.2 
M= 41il4 60.3 o.ss 10 .. 5 
: :! : 
. =··' 
::::. : :::: ::: : = ::: : :.: ' I '. : : :·=: : :::::: : ,::: ' :::.: : ::. :' .I:::. : r 
*Subject failed to cheek any re!1ponses. 
TABLE 4 
SCORES OBTAINED BY MALE M-0 SUBJECTS ON THE 
PERCEPTUAL TASKS N = 6 
Code· Frequency of Per Oent Premature 
33 
Final 
N!!!UQ!t. HYQQtbt!e§ Pnsev.~rlt&sm .Qlgs!l[e 
. ; Qlot!lr!! 
13 84 33 0 10.7 
29 57 37 2 9.8 
33 41 ' 55 5 10.2 
80 49 54 0 10.8 
93 41 57 3 10.1 
109 37 65 0 9 •. ( 
314 301 10 61.3 
Ml;:i 52.3 50.1 lw7 10.2 
I, I 
·, ·'· 
' ' I' 
TABLE 5 
.SO ORES OSTAlNE:O BY ~E LI•D SUBJECTS 'ON THE 
PERCEPTUAL TASKS l\T= 9 
'! ; .. ·.':· 
34 
-Oocle ··· .'Fre(luenoy of . , ' ~er C~mt Premature 
QlOSMtt · 
Final · 
QlQ~ryr~ •. , Numg@!r {:(}!:pQthsui!ta , P~rsev§r{!t!Qn. 
10 
, ' I ' 
14 
28 
35 
. 69 , 
$2 
~4 
no 
116 
35 
32 
43 
• 71 
45 
44 
5~ 
66 
42 
437 
48.5 
74 
68 
ss 
' 
' :n 
54 
60 
' sz 
2~ 
56 
473 
S2.6 
0 
0 
0 
l 
0 
3 
2' 
l 
0 
..,... 1 rq 'Mil 44. .,..,... • w ,,, t 
'j 
0.8' 
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TABL:t:: 
. · . . !. '··· 6 . 
•, 
·, SCORES OBTAINED BY FEMALE H•O SUBJECTS ON THE •. '· 
PEROBP'J.'UAL TASKS N • 26 
,,.1 
Code Frequenoy of P$1• cent Premature Final 
,. Nu!nper ijypothe§es Ptrsev!rttion ClQ§ure owurft 
2' 58 ' 1 38 l · si~ 7' 
12 48 51 0 11.2 
24 69 25 0 9'.6 
25 55 47 3 10.6 
3.0 45 62 0 10•·4 
31 50 52 0 12.9 
37 67 15 0 u.o 
42 45 60 0 13.2* 
so 44 62 0 9.7 
Sl ss ' 52 3 11.2 
61 78 26 0 10.6 
66 34 69 1 10.6 
71 39 67 1 10.9 
76 29 76 0 lO.S 
77 52 49 0 10.2 
78 40 64 .. 0 10.2. 
79 50 54 0 10.7 
86 79 26 0 10.3 
87 54 43 1 10.7 
92' 54 30 1 8.1 
94 57 40 0 9.8 
95 46 58 0 10.7 
97 75 37 1 11.6 
105 51 46 3 10.1 
112 40 63 0 10~9 
···113 49 !J1 0 '9.6 •• "rsrpr .... ., .. 
r ' 
-:: ·'::" 1363 1259 l!S 275.0 
M 52.4 48.4 0.58 10;6 
*Subject failed to check any responses. 
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,,TABLE , 1, , ,l I ) 
, SCORES OBTAINED BY FEMALE M•D SUBJECTS ON THE 
PERCEPTUAL TASKS · N= 29 · · , ' 
. ' . . ' . 
. ,, 
,!, ·' .. 
Code Frequency of Per Cent Ptemature Final 
·~•· Nymb!r- I U!R2the§i!S . Pe~:s!v:~i&sm · QlQ!W:I , Q!g§yre ·. 
3 47 54 0 10.9 
''· 
6 53 53. ~' ' ~ . :' 2 10.9 
9 '' 62 33 0 u.o 
18 44, 66 3, 10~0 
'22 52 48 0 9.7 
27 ss 69 l tt·~' 36' Sl 54 r., s 
40 54 31 1 10 .. 9 
49 66 18 ·o ''11.0'' 
sa 68 42 0 9.4 
.53 44 63.,' 1 10.0 
sa 52 so 0 11.4 
62 54 49 l 9<!4 
63 48 70 1 u.o 
67 78 24 0 ~o.o 
70 59 43 0 9.5 
72 41 59 0 10.5 
.73 54 37, 1 9*8 83 45 59 0 to.s 
85 53 3.1 1 '12.4 
88 40 65 1 11.6 
89 75 24 2 9-.7 
96 84 23 1 10.6 
102 52 34 0 9.9 
103· 45 49 1 ·g.s 
104 71 15 1 10.3 
108 ss 46 1 10.2 
111 48 52 2 10.5 
U!t !t! 58' 1 \ t 9,t6 .. •• ... 
1593 13.19 ~1 302..5 
M• 54 .. 9 45.5 0.93 10.4 
' 
., 
~ ~ .. ~ ~ -~ ~ ~! ~--.. 11!1 I • I I ' ' ~ IIIII I . .. , .... 
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TABLE .8 
' ' . 
SCORES OBTAINED BY FEMALIL..;.D SUBJECTS ON THE. 
PERCEPTUAL TAS~S N= 26 
Code Frequency of .. Pet Cent Premature Final 
. , Number 
. ''· . 
Hmtheses Per severation Closure .·Closure 
'' 4 67 ' 36 1· '1h3 
1S 50 38 3 10 .. 2 
16 51 so 0 10.0 
'17 69 36 2 11.4 
19 ' 54 so 2 10,.5 
21. 69 9 0 .. s.s 
23 73 24 1 10 .. 5 
26 sa 45 1 "10.8 
32 75 26 0 13.2* 
=--~ 
'' 
48 47 1 9,7 
--- j 44 43 56 2 10.1 ~ 4S 42 52 0 ,UhO 
• 
41 ss 36 0 10.6 
55 73 u 0 10.3 . 
~ 60 62 21 1 9.7 64 81 11 0 11-1 - 65 49 so 0 9 .. 9 J 74 40 63 0 9.8 75 52 40 2 u.o ---- 90 35 56 2 n.o 
!!I 91 61 30 0 10.2 
, 98 56 46 0 10.4 99 40 44 0 8.6 
101 58 38 1 9.8 ~ 107 67 27 l 11.1 - ... u~. .. ill .. ~~ 0 ~ ••• -. ~~ ~· -~- .... ' ~ "'' 1,2.1. 14$5 994 22 269.8 
_j M= 57.1 38~3 o.ss 10·4 
I ., !. . . ! I ·~ ill • . ~ ~ . ill • I! i ·_ .. . i . . I 1'\" [llllfolllil • l,il!l~ •• • • ,.li ... ,.!ili' 1 I II~ ill ~ 
' 
.. , .... 
1sttb.le~t 'taUeci tto check any reapon$e8. I ' 
' b 
I 
f_ 
